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Abstract
Leptophobic Z ′ gauge boson appears naturally in many grand unified theories, such as flipped SU(5)
or string-inspired E6 models. This elusive particle easily escapes the direct/indirect detections
because it does not couple to charged leptons. However, it can generate flavor changing neutral
current at tree level. In this letter, we show that the recently measured mass difference, ∆ms, in
the B0s − B0s system improves the previous bound of flavor changing effective coupling by about
one order of magnitude, i.e irrespective of its phase, |UZ′sb | ≤ 0.036 for MZ′ = 700 GeV, and
|UZ′sb | ≤ 0.051 for MZ′ = 1 TeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard model (SM), the flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes first
occur at one-loop diagrams. Its rate is suppressed by small electroweak gauge coupling,
CKM matrix elements and loop factors. Therefore, these rare processes are very sensitive
probe of new physics (NP) beyond the SM because some of these suppression factors can be
lifted in general NP models.
Asymmetric B–factories and Tevatron have produced lots of B-mesons and some rare B-
decays induced by FCNC have been measured with enough precision to probe NP models.
Among them, the processes with b → s transition at quark level, such as B → πK [1],
B → ρ(φ)K∗ [2], B → φKS [3], Bs → µ+µ− [4], have attracted much interest because they
still allow much room for large NP contributions and some of them show possible deviations
from the SM predictions.
Recently DØ [5] and CDF [6] collaborations at Fermilab Tevatron reported the first
observation of another b → s FCNC process, i.e, the mass difference ∆ms in the B0s − B
0
s
system:
DØ : 17 ps−1 < ∆ms < 21 ps
−1 (90% C.L.) ,
CDF : ∆ms = 17.33
+0.42
−0.21(stat.)± 0.07(syst.) ps−1. (1)
Although these measurements are a little bit smaller than the SM expectations, considering
large hadronic uncertainties we cannot strongly argue that it is a NP signal at the moment.
They, however, may give strong constraints on the NP models, which predict b→ s FCNC
transitions. After the release of these new experimental results, their implications have
been considered in many papers both in model independent approach [7] and in specific NP
models including Z ′-model [8], minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [9] and
warped extra dimension model [10].
In this letter, we consider the implications of ∆ms measurements on leptophobic Z
′-
model. Leptophobic Z ′ gauge bosons appear naturally in many grand unified theories
(GUTs), e.g. flipped SU(5) or string-inspired E6 GUT models. In some scenarios FCNC
occurs at tree-level Z and/or Z ′ couplings.
First, we briefly introduce the leptophobic Z ′ models which lead to tree level FCNCs in
Sec. II. In Sec. III we present the relevant formulas for the B0s − B
0
s mixing and perform
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numerical analysis. Concluding remarks are given also in Sec. III.
II. LEPTOPHOBIC Z ′ MODEL AND FCNC
Leptophobic Z ′ gauge boson (leptophobia) occurs naturally in flipped SU(5)×U(1) sce-
nario [11]. In this model the spinor (16) representation of SO(10) is decomposed under
SU(5)×U(1) as
16→ (10, 1) + (5¯,−3) + (1, 5). (2)
The SM particles are contained in
10 = {Q, dc, νc}, 5¯ = {L, uc}, 1 = {ec}. (3)
The Z ′ becomes leptophobic if 5¯ and 1 are uncharged under the new U(1)′. It is noted that
the U(1)′ charges of representation 10 can be generation-dependent in string models. This
induces Z ′-mediated FCNCs at tree level in the down-type quark sector and/or left-handed
up-type quark sector.
Another scenario for leptophobia is E6 model with kinetic mixing. In GUT or string-
inspired point of view, the E6 model is a very plausible extension of the SM [12]. It is
natural that a U(1)′ gauge group remains as a low energy effective theory after the symmetry
breaking of the E6 group. We assume that the E6 group is broken through the following
breaking chain
E6 → SO(10)×U(1)ψ
→ SU(5)× U(1)χ ×U(1)ψ
→ SU(2)L × U(1)×U(1)′, (4)
where U(1)′ is a linear combination of two additional U(1) gauge groups with
Q′ = Qψ cos θ −Qχ sin θ,
where θ is the familiar E6 mixing angle.
The most general Lagrangian, which is invariant under the SM gauge group with an
extra U(1)′, allows the kinetic mixing term Lmixing = −sinχ
2
B˜µνZ˜
′ µν between the U(1)
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and U(1)′ gauge boson fields. This off-diagonal term can be removed by the non-unitarity
transformation
B˜µ = Bµ − tanχZ ′µ, Z˜ ′µ =
Z ′µ
cosχ
, (5)
which leads to the possibility of leptophobia of the physical Z ′ gauge boson with the E6
mixing. Once all the couplings are GUT normalized, the interaction Lagrangian of fermion
fields and Z ′ gauge boson can be written as
Lint = −λ g2
cos θW
√
5 sin2 θW
3
ψ¯γµ
(
Q′ +
√
3
5
δYSM
)
ψZ ′µ , (6)
where the ratio of gauge couplings λ = gQ′/gY , and δ = − tanχ/λ [12]. The general fermion-
Z ′ couplings depend on two free parameters, tan θ and δ, effectively [13]. The Z ′ boson can
be leptophobic when (Q′ +
√
3
5
δYSM) = 0 for L and e
c simultaneously. There are several
ways to embed the SM particles and exotic fermions to the fundamental 27 representation
of E6 [12, 14] while keeping the Z
′ leptophobic.
As mentioned above, the Z(Z ′) couplings to quarks can generate tree-level FCNCs. In
general there can be four different types of FCNCs in the down-type quarks as Z(Z ′) couples
to left-(right-)handed down-type quarks. Since the Z-mediating FCNC is too dangerous, we
suppress them. This can be achieved as follows; In E6 model, the exotic fermion h
c has the
same U(1)Y charges with d
c, sc, bc, and Z-mediating FCNCs in the right-handed down-type
quarks are absent. To suppress Z-mediating FCNCs in the left-handed down-type quarks
we assume the unitary matrix V dL diagonalizing the down-type mass matrix is an identity
matrix. In the flipped SU(5) model, if we assume there is no Z−Z ′ mixing, the Z-mediating
FCNC disappears as in the SM.
Now we turn to Z ′-mediating FCNCs: The assumption, V dL = 1, in the E6 model au-
tomatically suppresses the FCNCs in the left-handed down-type quarks. In flipped SU(5)
model we can adopt the same assumption and suppress the FCNCs in the same sector. Then
only Z ′-mediating FCNCs in the right-handed down-type quarks survive. After integrating
out degrees of freedom of heavy exotic fermions and gauge bosons, the FCNC Lagrangian
for the b→ q(q = s, d) transition can be parameterized as
LZ′FCNC = −
g2
2 cos θW
UZ
′
qb q¯Rγ
µbRZ
′
µ, (7)
where all the theoretical uncertainties including the mixing parameters are absorbed into
the coupling UZ
′
qb .
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The constraints on the UZ
′
qb were previously considered in [14] and [15]. In [15] it was
demonstrated that the exclusive semi-leptonic B → MνRν¯R decays give similar but stronger
bounds than those obtained in [14]. It should be noted that the leptophobic Z ′ scenario is
not constrained at all by (semi-)leptonic decays, b→ sℓ+ℓ− or B(s) → ℓ+ℓ− which strongly
constrains typical NP models such as MSSM. It is simply because leptophobic Z ′ does not
couple to ordinary leptons. This feature also distinguishes leptophobic Z ′ models from other
Z ′ models [8].
III. B0s −B0s MIXING AND CONSTRAINTS ON UZ
′
qb
Within the SM, the mass difference between the mass eigenstates in the B0s −B
0
s system
is
∆mSMs =
G2F
6π2
M2WmBsηBS0(xt)
(
fBsBˆ
1/2
Bs
)2
(VtbV
∗
ts)
2 , (8)
where GF is the Fermi constant, ηB is a short-distance QCD correction, fBs is the decay
constant for Bs system, and BˆBS is the bag parameter defined as
BˆBs = BBs(µb)
[
α(5)s (µb)
]−6/23 [
1 +
α
(5)
s (µb)
4π
J5
]
. (9)
Main theoretical uncertainties arise from the hadronic parameter fBsBˆ
1/2
Bs
.
Using the CKMfitter results presented at FPCP06 [16], |Vtb| ≃ 1, |Vts| = 0.04113+0.00063−0.00062,
MBs = 5.3696 GeV, ηB ≃ 0.551, S0(xt) = 2.29+0.05−0.04 with mt(mt) = 162.3± 2.2 GeV and the
hadronic parameter
fBsBˆ
1/2
Bs
∣∣∣
JLQCD
= 0.245± 0.021+0.003−0.002 GeV,
fBsBˆ
1/2
Bs
∣∣∣
(HP+JL)QCD
= 0.295± 0.036 GeV, (10)
taken by the lattice calculations [17], we obtain
∆mSMs
∣∣∣
JLQCD
= 15.57+2.82−2.60 ps
−1,
∆mSMs
∣∣∣
(HP+JL)QCD
= 22.57+5.88−5.22 ps
−1, (11)
respectively.
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FIG. 1: The allowed region in (MZ′ ,|UZ′sb |) plane for (a) φZ
′
sb = 0 and (b) φ
Z′
sb = pi/2 .
We will perform the numerical analysis using combined lattice calculations,
(HP + JL)QCD, for CDF experimental result shown in (1), unless we state otherwise. Now
we investigate the effects of the leptophobic Z ′ gauge boson. In the leptophobic Z ′ model,
we have two parameters, the mass of Z ′ boson and new FCNC coupling, UZ
′
sb . Since the
DØ experiment excludes the mass range 365 GeV ≤ MZ′ ≤ 615 GeV [18], we take MZ′
larger than 700 GeV, which is also consistent with the mass bound of the conventional non-
leptophobic Z ′ model. The coupling UZ
′
sb has in general CP violating complex phase, which
we denote as φZ
′
sb .
The Z ′-exchanging ∆B = ∆S = 2 tree diagram contributes to the B0s −B
0
s mixing. The
mass difference ∆ms of the mixing parameters then read
∆ms = ∆m
SM
s
∣∣∣1 +R e2iφZ′sb ∣∣∣ , (12)
R ≡ 2
√
2π2
GFM2W (VtbV
∗
ts)
2 S0(xt)
M2Z
M2Z′
∣∣∣UZ′sb ∣∣∣2 = 1.62× 103
(
700 GeV
MZ′
)2 ∣∣∣UZ′sb ∣∣∣2 . (13)
In Figs. 1, we show the allowed region in (MZ′ ,|UZ′sb |) plane for vanishing (a) and maximal
(b) phase. We obtain
|UZ′sb | ≤ 0.0055 for MZ′ = 700 GeV, (14)
for φZ
′
sb = 0. This bound is about two orders of magnitude stronger than the one previously
obtained from exclusive semileptonic B → Mνν¯ decays, |UZ′sb | ≤ 0.29 [15]. This demon-
strates the importance of the measurement of B0s − B
0
s mixing in constraining NP in the
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FIG. 2: The allowed region in (MZ′ ,φ
Z′
sb ) plane for (a) |UZ
′
sb | = 0.025 and (b) |UZ
′
sb | = 0.05 .
flavor sector. Since for φZ
′
sb = 0 the Z
′ contribution is constructive (the same sign) with the
SM, the constraint is very strong. This severe constraint can be alleviated significantly by
allowing the phase φZ
′
sb to be non-zero. For maximal phase φ
Z′
sb = π/2, the Z
′ contribution
is destructive with the SM one and relatively large value of |UZ′sb | is allowed, as can be seen
from Fig. 1(b),
|UZ′sb | ≤ 0.036 for MZ′ = 700 GeV, (15)
irrespective of its phase φZ
′
sb value. The blank region between the two allowed regions is
excluded by the lower value of ∆mexps . This non-vanishing phase can also contribute to
other CP violating processes such as CP-asymmetries in non-leptonic B-meson decays with
b→ s transition such as B → πK or B → φKS decays [19, 20].
In Figs. 2, we present our predictions for the allowed φZ
′
sb in the leptophobic Z
′ model as a
function ofMZ′ for (a) |UZ′sb | = 0.025 and (b) |UZ′sb | = 0.05 . For the choice of these relatively
large couplings the allowed region appears only near maximal CP violating phase reflecting
again the destructive interference for these values. We note that for coupling |UZ′sb | >∼ 0.05
the Z ′ mass is larger than 1 TeV for which it would be difficult to produce it even at LHC.
We also note that for such a large coupling |UZ′sb | = 0.05 only very limited parameter space
is allowed, such as
MZ′ = 980 ∼ 1120 GeV for φZ′sb ∼ π/2 . (16)
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FIG. 3: The allowed region in (|UZ′sb |,φZ
′
sb ) plane for (a) MZ′ = 700 GeV and (b) MZ′ = 1 TeV .
We used (HP+JL)QCD result in (10) for the hadronic parameter. Constant contour lines for the
time dependent CP asymmetry Sψφ in Bs → J/ψ φ are also shown.
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FIG. 4: The allowed region in (|UZ′sb |,φZ
′
sb ) plane for (a) MZ′ = 700 GeV and (b) MZ′ = 1 TeV .
We used JLQCD result in (10) for the hadronic parameter. Constant contour lines for the time
dependent CP asymmetry Sψφ in Bs → J/ψ φ are also shown.
In Figs. 3, the allowed region in (|UZ′sb |,φZ′sb ) plane is shown. The holes again appear
because they predict too small ∆ms. For a given MZ′ we can see that large CP violating
phase can enhance the allowed coupling |UZ′sb | up to almost factor 10. This shows the
importance of the role played by CP violating phase even in CP conserving observable such
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as ∆ms. As can be seen from Fig. 3(b), irrespective of its phase φ
Z′
sb value
|UZ′sb | ≤ 0.051 for MZ′ = 1 TeV. (17)
The CP violating phase in B0s − B
0
s mixing amplitude can be measured at LHC in near
future through the time-dependent CP asymmetry in Bs → J/ψ φ decay
Γ
(
B
0
s(t)→ J/ψ φ
)
− Γ (B0s (t)→ J/ψ φ)
Γ
(
B
0
s(t)→ J/ψ φ
)
+ Γ (B0s (t)→ J/ψ φ)
≡ Sψφ sin (∆mst) . (18)
We note that although the final states are not CP-eigenstates, the time-dependent analysis
of the B0s → J/ψ φ angular distribution allows a clean extraction of Sψφ [21]. In the SM, Sψφ
is predicted to be very small, SSMψφ = − sin 2βs = 0.038± 0.003 (βs ≡ arg [(V ∗tsVtb)/(V ∗csVcb)]).
If NP has an additional CP violating phase φZ
′
sb , however, the experimental value of
Sψφ = − sin
[
2βs + arg
(
1 +R e2iφ
Z
′
sb
)]
(19)
would be significantly different from the SM prediction. Constant contour lines for Sψφ are
also shown in Figs. 3-4. We can see that even with the strong constraint from the present
∆ms observation, large Sψφ are still allowed.
For comparison, we also show plots similar to Figs. 3 using other hadronic parameter
value (i.e. JLQCD only of Eqs. (10,11)) in Figs. 4. Since the central value of SM prediction
(the first line in (11)) is lower than the CDF central value, the hole region has been more
carved away than in Figs. 3. However, we can see that the overall feature is the same as
Figs. 3.
In this letter we considered leptophobic Z ′ scenario with flavor changing neutral current
couplings at tree-level. This scenario can appear in many GUTs such as string-inspired
flipped SU(5)×U(1) models or nonstandard embedding in E6 GUTs with kinetic mixing.
Since leptophobic Z ′ does not couple to leptons, the popular processes for NP searches like
b → sℓ+ℓ− or Bs → µ+µ− are not affected by this model. We showed that the recently
measured mass difference ∆ms of B
0
s − B
0
s system can constrain this kind of models very
efficiently. The obtained bound on the coupling becomes about two orders of magnitude
stronger than the best known bound. We also pointed out that the constraint is very
sensitive to the CP violating phase. Scanning all the possible region of the phase, we
obtained |UZ′sb | ≤ 0.036 for MZ′ = 700 GeV, and |UZ′sb | ≤ 0.051 for MZ′ = 1 TeV.
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